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1. Introduction

In medical diagnosis the use of ultrasound is well known.

The A-scan echoscopes, and to a less extent, the B-scan systems have

come into practice in many hospitals.

Two obvious advantages are combined in applying ultrasound compared

with the electromagnetic x-ray radiation.

Firstly, the low energy level of the acoustic signals makes it prac

tically harmless for biological structures.

Secondly, a puIs-echo method can be used rather than a transmission

method, which supplies the possibility of estimating the positions

of the reflecting surfaces accurately in terms of direction and dis

tance.

Furthermore, the differences between the transmission properties

for x-rays and the reflection properties for ultrasound of the vari

ous tissues, make this technique complementary to the x-ray tech

nique.

Because of the increasing need for a better discrimination between

fine structures, obviously it is desirable to improve the angular

resolution.

In similar techniques like Sonar, Radar and Radio-Astronomy, experi

ments have been carried out with so-called product antennae or mul

tiplicative receiving arrays which showed an improvement in beam

width. Unfortunately, this result is obtained at the cost of the

signal to noise ratio being worse, {1}, {2}, {3}.

Originally, these multiplicative receivers were intended to achieve

a correlation of the signals, in particular where these signals have

statistic properties, {4}.

Later on, attention became more concentrated upon the improvement of

directional patterns, {5}, {5}.

In this report some experiments will be described with multiplicati

ve receiving arrays. An important distinction with other investiga

tions is the extension to the mUltiplying of signals from receivers,

placed on two perpendicular axes, {1}, {2}.

In this way the directional patterns in all the planes, perpendicu

lar to the array-surface will be improved.
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Two different arrays are tested, firstly a square transducer with two

perpendicular cuts through the centre and parallel to the sides, and

secondly a circular transducer also cutted into four equal segments in

a similar way.

2. General description of the system.

The basic principles of the ultrasound apparatus described here, are:

a. The transmitter is an additive system.

This means actually that the transducer segments (Fig. 2.1) trans

mit identical signals at the same moment;

b. The receiver is a four quadrant mUltiplicati~e· system.

The segments are placed in the four quadrants of a plane, and the

outputs of the diametrical pairs are mUltiplied. Then the multipli

er outputs are added (Fig. 2.11).

In the complete block diagram (Fig. 2.111) these two principles can be

recognized.

To prevent the transmitter pulse- . being passed to the receivers,

gates are applied in series with the receiver inputs.

Actually these gates are balanced modulators containing matched diode

quads.

These modulators give a 40 dB suppression of the transmitter pulse

for each section.

Furthermore, the outputs of the mUltipliers are filtered by a low pass

network, to eliminate the signals with a frequency twice the carrier

frequency.

For illustration some oscillograms are given in Fig. 2.IV, showing the

types of signals appearing at the different places in the system.

Fig. 2.IV.A shows the most important control-signals for triggering,

switching, and time depend~nt gain control.

These signals are generated by a pulse generator which functions as a

main control unit.

The exponential function (c), which serves fo~ the compensation of the

exponential attenuation of the pulse by the medium, is shown with

three different s~opes.
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The exponent of this time dependent function is made variable to

achieve some more flexibility, because of the experimental character

of the set-up.

The electrical transmitter pulse is represented by Fig. 2.IV.B.

Here the maximum value is shown.

The Figures 2.IV.C and 2.IV.D show a received signal before and after

amplifying respectively.

The multiplier output, shown in Fig. 2.IV.E, is characterized by the

doubled carrier frequency. The signal recorded here is positive, but

negative output is also possible, as will be demonstrated later on.

Finally, the d.c. component of the multiplied signal is shown by Fig.

2.IV.F.

3. Electronic realization.

The electronic parts of the system will be described in brief with

the help of the corresponding diagrams.

3.1 The transmittercircuit.

In principle, the used transmitter circuit consists of a reso

nant circuit, including the transducer itself and an electronic

switch for generating a short oscillation in this circuit.

For this switch is chosen the RCA Silicon Controlled Rectifier

type 40641, because of its fast switching capabilities.

This s.c.r. is provided with a firing circuit which produces the

gate pulse.

Fig. 3.1 shows the complete diagram of the transmitter circuit.

At rest, no current is flowing through the s.c.r. Thus, a receiv

ed signal will appear at the output terminals 1-2 to the receiver

circuit, since the coil represents a relatively low impedance and

the two clamping diodes form a high impedance for the very weak re

ceived signals.

When a trigger pulse fires the s.c.r., the capacitor C will be dis

charged through the coil and an oscillation starts in the resonant

circuit. The two clamping diodes will limit the signal appearing at

the output terminals during transmission.

Several transmitter circuits were tested, but the one shown here

turned out to be both simple and very well suitable for the purpose.
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An advantage of feeding the transducer with a short damped oscil

lation rather than with a sharp spike, is the improved efficiency

of power conversion from electrical to acoustical energy.

3.2 The receiver circuit.

As shown in Fig. 3.11 the gating circuit between the transmitter

circuit and the receiver amplifier consists of a two-stage balanc

ed modUlator.

The first stage of the balanced modulator is especially designed

for suppressing the transmitter signal thoroughly. From the first

transformer are both the primary and secondary windings bifilar

wound although effectively separated from each other in order to

avoid capacitive coupling.

Moreover, a low pass filter is inserted with a cut-off frequency

of 5 MHz to achieve an additional suppression of the high fre

quency components of the transmitter signal. Finally, for optimal

performance screening of both the sections resulted in a very sa

tisfactory suppression of the transmitter signal.

After generating the transmitter signal, the system has to be

able to receive echoes from reflecting objects in the medium.

Therefore the first stage of the gating circuit is activated by a

rectangular pulse which brings this section in the conducting

state.

The second stage is controlled by an exponential function to

achieve a variable attenuation in order to compensate for the

attenuation of the acoustic signals depending on the distance of

the reflectors.

The receiver amplifier also consists of two stages, namely two

differential amplifiers in cascade. The first stage has a gain

control facility, whereas the second stage has a fixed gain.

Maximum total gain is 63 dB and the 3 dB bandwidth is from 60

kHz to 4.5 MHz. The equivalent input noise is 6 ~V .r.m.s.

Remarks:

1) Differential amplifiers were necessary for driving the multi

plier's differential inputs.

2) Gain control by a variable d.c. voltage is a useful facility
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of these amplifiers.

3) As a shortcoming can be mentioned the spread of the gain-control

characteristics of these amplifiers.

3.3 The multiplier circuit.

The heart of the circuit is, as shown in Fig. 3.111, the MotorQla

I.C. (integrated circuit) MC 1595 L.

When this I.C. is steered~etrically, its bandwidth extends to

10 MHz. For this reason this I.C. is very well suitable for multi

plying the pulsed signals, {6}.

The I.C. is provided with a very simple off-set adjustment.

The output signal of the I.C. is fed to a source-follower. This

circuit has the following important properties:

1) Very high input impedance and very low output impedance.

2) The gate-source voltage is constant, so the gate-source capaci

tance has a constant charge and has thus very little influence

on the input impedance.

3) The source-drain voltage is relatively high, and when a signal

of 1.5 Volts peak to peak is fed to the follower, the gate

drain voltage does not vary more then 10%. It will be clear

that the contribution of the drain-gate capacitance to the in

put impedance is also small.

Due to these properties the large bandwidth of the multiplier

is not affected.

The low pass filter, which has to remove the double frequency,

is a fourth order Tschebychev-filter and starts cutting off at

800 kHz (3 dB point).

3.4 The summing amplifier.

The circuit is shown in Figure 3.IV and needs no further explica

tion because of its simplicity.
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3.5 The exponential function generator.

For this function generator a method is used which is pointed out

below, as shown in Fig. 3.V.

The capacitor C is charged through a resistor R by a source A.V •
c

The differential equation corresponding to this system is:

dV
o = RC dt

C
- (A-1)Vc ' Vc = 0 for t = 0

Fig. 3. V

A-1
with the solution: Vc = exp (RC t) - 1

When the amplification factor A is more than 1, the exponent is

positive, as is necessary.

In this function generator the exponent can be varied by adjus

ting the resistor R.

The complete diagram of the function generator is shown in Fig.

3. VI.

The capacitor C is represented by the capacitor of 3 •. 3 nF between

the points Aland B'.

During the transmitting time this capacitor is short-circuited by

the transistor switch which is connected to the points A' and B'.

The positive feedback is realized by the capacitor of 1 ~F.

The operational amplifier is a Philbrick type T 52, but it can be

replaced by any other suitable operational amplifier. The current

required for the gates is produced by an emitter-follower, whereas

a diode prevents from negative currents.

3.6 The pulse generator.

This pulse generating unit, shown in Fig. 3.VII, is driven in ~

very simple way byaP. R.C. -oscillator with an Uni-Junction-transis

tor.
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The monostable multivibrators are all integrated circuits and the

buffers consist of medium power switching transistors.

Finally the complete diagram is represented by Fig. 3.VIII in order

to show in which way all the units are interconnected.
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4. Computations and measurements

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter the directional patterns of both a square and

a circular transducer will be described mathematically and com

pared with the experimental results.

The transducers used here, have a uniform sensitivety, and they

are considered when connected to the multiplicative pulse-echo

system described here.

As usual, the directional patterns are computed and measured in

planes normal to the surface of the transducer. In all cases

there are planes through the centre of the transducer.

The direction of the planes, with respect to the transducer, is

indicated by the azimuth angle ~.

Special attention is drawn to the relationship between the direc

tional patterns and this angle ~.

A very important element in the calculations is the use of equi

valent taper functions.

As is well known, the taper function represents the sensitivity

of the transducer, as a function of the position on the transdu

ducer surface.

The equivalent taper function is the taper function of an ima

ginary line transducer along the secant of the plane normal to

the transducer surface, and the surface itself.

The sensitivity of this imaginary line transducer is proportio

nal to the width of the real transducer in the direction, per

pendicular to the secant.

The directional pattern in a plane normal to the transducer

surface is identical to the directional pattern of this imagina

ry line transducer.

Generally speaking the equivalent taper function of the imagina

ry line transducer is dependent on the azimuth angle ~.

This property of the equivalent taper function makes the direc

tional patterns dependent on the azimuth angle.
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The following parameters are used in the calculations:

Length of the sides of the qquare transducer: I = 11 mm

Radius of the circular transducer: R = 15 mm

Wave length of the acoustic signal: IjI = L 1 mm

Velocity of sound wave propagation in water: 1500 m/sec.

The measurements are all performed in a water basin, provided with

special equipment for ultrasound experiments.

For measuring directional patterns the transducer under test is

mounted in a mechanical system, which rotates the transducer very

slowly, the axis of rotation being a line lying on the surface.of

the transducer, through its centre.

Then the directional pattern in the plane perpendicular to this axis

and the transducer surface can be measured.

When the transducer is used as a receiver, another transmitting

transducer is placed opposite to it in such a way that the approxi

mately plane wave fronts impinging at the transducer surface, are

accurately parallel to it, when the transducer is at its 00 position.

The adjustments for this procedure should be carried out as carefully

as possible, because already the slightest misalignment causes a con

siderable error.

When the directional pattern for transmission of this transducer is

to be measured, a very small receiver is placed in front of it, at a

distance large enough to simulate far field conditions.

The directional patterns of the total system are achieved by using a

suitable reflector.

4.2 The square transducer.

Although in general circular transducers are used in ultrasound appli

cations, because of the cylindrical symmetry of the sound field, a

rectangular transducer is tested as well, since it produces a more

favourable near field structure {7}, and because of the extension of

the multiplicative method to electronic scanning systems will also

involve rectangular transducer arrays, {6}, {10}.
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4.2.1 Directional patterns of the additive systems.

An illustration of the present transducer configuration is given by

Figure A.II in Appendix A. In this Appendix the mathematical expressi

ons of the directional patterns are derived with the azimuth angle as

a parameter.

The directional pattern of a square transducer with sides of length 1

is represented by the expression:

sin{(K/4)11:2(cos~-sin~)} , sin{(K/4)112(cos~+sin~)}
D(~,e) = (K/4)112(cos~-sin~)' (K/4)111(cos~+sin~) (A3)

as derived from a similar formula given in {8} Ch. 6.2, p. 179.

In fact the derivation of the latter is based on the use of the equi

valent taper function as defined in 4.1.

When the transducer is used as a transmitter, the complete transducer,

with sides of length 2 1, is in action.

Therefore, in that case this function is computed with 1 replaced by

21.

In Appendix A is pointed out that, due to the symmetry of the trans

ducer configuration, the directional patterns for Oo~~ f 45°.are re

presentative for all the directional patterns of the transducer.

Within this range, (apart)from the addition of 15' to the values of ~,

for reasons of the computer program), four directional@atterns D(~,e)

with different values of ~ are calculated and plotted in Figure 4.1.

When the azimuth angle ~ increases from 0
0

to 450
, the equivalent

taper function changes from a lineair taper function, via a taper

function with trapezium shape, to an uniform taper function.

This results in an increasing of the minor lobes.

It is a well known property of taper functions, which have relatively

high values at the edges of the transducer, to cause high minor lobes.

{9}, part III.

These calculated functions form the directional patterns of both an

additive transmitter and an additive receiver. So theoretically these

patterns are identical, but in practice differences may appear.
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This is mainly due to the fact that the transducer segments are driven

separately by four oscillators, which easily may produce small diffe

rences, in spite of careful adjustments.

The measured directional patterns of the additive transmitter and re

ceiver are shown in Figure 4.11 and in Figure 4.111 respectively.

In the Tables 4.A and 4.B the positions of the 3 dB points and the

heights of the minor lobes are listed as measured and calculated for

the additive transmitter and the additive receiver.

4.2.2 Directional patterns of the Multiplicative Receiver.

As is calculated in Appendix A, the directional patterns of the multi

plicative receiver are represented by the expression:

2 Kll2 . Kln . (\D lt (~,e)=D (~,e)cos{---2---'(Cos~+s1n~)}'cos{~2Cos~-s1n~)}. ~§7mu .sq.

For ~ = 450 15' this function is shown in Figure 4.IV.A. Since the rela

tively large negative lobes can be removed simply by a rectifier, these

lobes will be neglected henceforward, and the multiplicative direction

al patterns will appear as in Figure 4.1V.D.

These calculated multiplicative directional patterns are shown in

Figure 4.V.

The measured patterns are reproduced in Figure 4.VI, whereas the cha

racteristic data of the measured and the calculated functions are lis

ted in Table 4.C.

4.2.3 Directional patterns of the total system.

The directional patterns of the entire system are calculated by multi

plying the directional pattern of the transmitter with that of the re

ceiver. In this case also negative values of the directivity function

occur, but these are neglected again for the same reasons as mentioned

above.

The calculated directional patterns of the overall system for the

square transducer are shown in Figure 4.VII. The measured patterns are

represented by Figure 4.VIII. Table 4.D. gives some characteristic

values of these directional patterns.
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Azimuth Measured Calculated measured heights of the minor lobes calculated heights of the minor
angle 3 dB point 3 dB point negative angles positive angles lobes

value angle value angle value angle

0°15' 3°12' 2°52' - 26.4dB - 14°00' - 24.8dB 12°48' - 26.5 dB 13°00'
- 25.9 19°36' - 35.7 22°45'

- 41.6 33°00'
- 46.0 44°45'
- Uq I) I)qO~O'

15°15 ' 3°12' 2°50' - 21.4dB - 9°36' - 24.0 dB 9
u
15'

- 47.4 13°45'
- 26.8 - 20°24' - 31.1 18°30'

- 45.6 24°15'
- 48.2 28°45'
- 41.1 34°30'
- 64.9 41°00'
- 49.7 46°15'
- 48.8 54°45'
- 1)1 7 76°00'

30°15' 3
u

12' 2
u

50' - 13.7dB - 10°00' - 15.0dB 8°48' - 15.3 dB 9°15'
- 24.7 16°00'
- 38.8 22°15'
- 63.8 26°30'
- 39.4 31°45'
- 38.0 39°00'
- 42.5 47°30'
- 56.7 56°30'
- 64.1 63°45'
- 48 7 79°30'

45u 15' 3
u
12' 2

u
50' - 11. 7dB - 9

u
36' - 12.4dB 8

u
48' - 13.3 dB 9°15'

- 17.8 15°45'
- 17.2 - 25°36' - 18.0 24°00' - 20.8 22°45'

- 23.0 29°45'
- 19.8 - 39°36' - 18.7 37°36' - 24.7 37°30'

- 26.2 46°00'
- 27.4 56°15'
- 28.5 70°30'

SQUARE TRANSDUCER~ ADDITIVE TRANSMITTER.

TABLE 4.A

N
N
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Azimuth Measured Calculated measured heights of the minor lobes calculated heights of the minor
angle '!' 3 dB point 3 dB point negative angles positive angles lobes

value angle value angle value angle
001S' 2

0
S0' 2

0
S2' - 26.5 dB 13°00'

- 35.7 22°45'
- 41.6 33°00'
- 46.0 44°45 '
- 4q S sqO~n'

15°15' 2°50' 2°50' - 17.6dB - 8°24' - 24.0 dB 9u15'
- 47.4 13°45'
- 31.1 lS030'
- 4S.6 24°15'
- 48.2 2S045'
- 41.1 34°30'
- 64.9 41°00'
- 49.7 46°15'
- 4S.S 54°45'
- 1i1 7 76°00'

30°15' 2°50' 2
u

50' - 15.0dB - 8u24' - 18.0dB S024' - 15.3 dB 9°15'
- 24.7 16°00'
- 38.8 22°15'
- 63.8 26°30'
- 39.4 31°45'
- 38.0 3goOO'
- 42.5 47°30'
- 56.7 56°30'
- 64.1 63°45'
- 48 7 7g030'

45°15' 2u50' 2u50' - 14.5dB - SUOO ' - 15.5dB SoOO' - 13.3 dB 9U15 ,

- 17.8 15°45'
- 21.0 -23°12' - 23.0 22°24' - 20.8 22°45'

- 23.0 2g045'
- 23.0 -37°36' - 24.7 37°30'

- 26.2 46°00'
- 27.4 56°15'
- 2S.5 70°30'

SQUARE TRANSDUCER, ADDITIVE RECEIVER.

TABLE 4.E
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Azimuth Measured Calculated Measured heights of the minor lobes calculated heights of the minor
angle IjI 3 dB point 3 dB point negative angles positive angles lobes

value angle value angle value angle

0°15 ' 1°12' 1°31' - 12.0dB - 7°12' - 12.0dB 7°12' - 13.0 dB 7°45'
- 69.4 15°00'
- 53.6 27°45'
- 71.6 51°30 '

15°15' 1°24' l
u

31' - 26.0dB - SU OO ' - 16.0dB 7
u

12' - 21.2 dB SU15 '
- 63.2 40°00'

30°15' 1°24' 1°30' - 43.0dB - 12---000 I - 4S.0dB 10°30' - 49.1 dB 10u 15'
- 47.0 - 17°36' - 45.0 15°36' - 33.6 20°00'

- 54.4 340()() ,

45°15' 1°1.2' 1°30' - 40.0dB - 12°00' - 42.0dB ll
u

36 ' - 34.7 dB 10°30'
- 40.6 15°00'

- 45.0 - 22°30' - 50.0dB 21°00' - 4S.5 24°00'
- 51.4 2S045'
- 56.1 39°00'
- 5S.0 44°45'
- 61.4 5S030'
- 62.S 67°45'

SQUARE TRANSDUCER, MULTIPLICATIVE RECEIVER.

TABLE 4.C
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Azimuth Measured Calculated Measured heights of the minor lobes calculated heights of the minor
angle 1¥ til dB point 3 dB point negative angles positive angles lobes

value angle value angle value angle

0°15' 1°12' 1°20' - 38.0dB - 7°12' - 39.0dB 7°12' - 33.8 dB 6°15 ,
- 59.4 10°30'
- 99.4 14°45'
-118.4 21°30'
-103.2 25°45'
-110.9 30°15'
-141.4 34°45'
-150.8 43°00'
-131. 7 48°30'
-B6.3 ssooo,

15°15' 1u 12' 1°20' - 56.5 dB 6u 45'
-140.6 33°00'
-117.4 37°45'
-1::\4 1 43°15'

30°15' 1°12' 1°20' - 68.8 dB 18°30'
-105.6 36°30'
-147.4 41°45'
-157.2 74°30'

45°15' 1
u
12' 1°20' - 59.2 dB 15u OO'

- 75.3 29°00'
- 85.2 45°00'
- 92.3 68°15'

SQUARE TRANSDUCER, TOTAL SYSTEM.

TABLE 4rD
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4.3 The Circular Transducer

The same experiments as described in paragraph 4.2. are carried

out with the pulse-echo system provided with the circular trans

ducer. The calculations however are fundamentally different.

Regarding the configuration of the circular transducer, shown in

Figure B.I of the Appendix B, it will be clear that the segments

of the circular transducer have a more complex shape.

Therefore, simple algebraic caleulations are not applicable to

this transducer.

A more fundamental approach is given by the fact that a direction

al pattern is the Fourier transform of its (equivalent) taper

function.

It is shown in Appendix B that, using this property, the direc

tional patterns of the circular transducer, and generally of

every realizable transducer, can be expressed in simple functions

of the Fourier cosine transforms and the Fourier sine transforms

of the taper functions.

Much more about this theory can be found in the publications of

J.F. Ramsay {g}.

4.3.1 Directional patterns of the additive systems.

The computation, as it is performed by the P.D.P. 9 computer, is

illustrated by Figure 4.IX.

In this Figure the equivalent taper function of the complete

transducer is shown, as it is used for the transmitting action

and for additive receiving.

This equivalent taper function is represented by the expression:

T(r) = 2~2 - (r-R)2

Furthermore this Figure shows the modulus of the Fourier trans

form of this taper function, which transform is identical to the

directional pattern of the rransducer.

In Appendix B it has been derived that this directional pattern is

given by the function:

D(~,K) = ~2 + B2 ,
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Wherein A = Fourier cosine transform of T(r)

and B = Fourier sine transform of T(r).

The measured directional patterns of the additive transmitter and

the additive receiver are shown in the Figures 4.X and 4.XI res

pectively.

Table 4.E and 4.F give the important data of the calculated and

measured directional patterns of the additive transmitter and the

additive receiver.

4.3.2 Directional Patterns of the multiplicative receiver.

The directional patterns of the multiplicative receiver are ob

tained for each azimuth angle by adding the multiplied signals of

the transducer segments on the X-axis and those on the Y-axis,

which are computed separately.

The expression representing the directional patterns of such a

two segments mUltiplicative receiver, as derived in Appendix B,is

1 2 2
D lt . ('¥ ,K) = -2 (A - B )mu .cJ.rc. (B12)

Wherein A = Fourier cosine transform of the equivalent taper func-

'- 1 OL tion

B = Fourier sine transform of the equivalent taper func

tion.

This composition of the multiplicative directional patterns for

'¥ = 00 15' is illustrated by Figure 4.XII.

In this case the directional pattern of the X-axis receiver is

mUltiplicative and the directional pattern of the Y-axis receiver

is purely additive.

For '¥ = 45
0

15' the directional patterns of both of these receivers

are multiplicative and equal to each other.

Then, the resulting directional pattern is surprisingly sharp, as

Figure 4.XIII.D shows. This situation also exists as the square

transducer is used, but in that case the equivalent taper function

has relatively high values at the edges of the aperture, which re

sults in higher levels of the minor lobes as mentioned before.

The measured directional patterns of the multiplicative receiver

are shown in Fig. 4.XIV.
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The 3 dB points and the relative maxima of the measured and cal

culated patterns are listed in Table 4.G.

4.3.3 Directional patterns of the total system.

The calculated directional patterns of the complete system are

presented in Figure 4.XV, whereas the measured patterns are given

in Figure 4.XVI.

Table 4.H. gives the list of the important data of these functions.

4.4 Conclusions.

At this stage of the experiments with the multiplicative four qua

drant pulse-echo system it is not yet. ~ssible to decide about the

practical usefulness of this apparatus for medical diagnosis.

More detailed experiments and extended use for diagnostic purposes

will be necessary.

From technical point of vieuw, this mUltiplicative system has seve

ral interesting properties.

It has been proved that a considerable improvement of the angular

resolution is achieved. The 3 dB beam width is twice as narrow as

in comparable additive systems.

In spite of the worsening of the signal to noise ratio, the results

did not show any unfavourable influence of noise.

Experiments to obtain an idea about the influence of the so called

"phantol1l echoes", due to the multiplicative receiving of echoes

from multiple targets, did not produce significant results.

Possibly, experiments more directly pointed to this problem may

show effects related to this mainly theoretical problem {2}, {3},

{5}.

Regarding the over-all directional patterns of the multiplicative

system in the Figures 4.VIII and 4.XVI it will be clear that a very

sharp pencil beam is obtained with this system whereas the minor

lobes have very acceptable levels.

The improved beam width can easily be pbserved when this apparatus

is used to obtain echoes from the structures in a human head.

As is well known, braintumours can often be diagnosed by a dis

placement of the midline structures between the two hemispheres.
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In figure 4.XVII some photographs are shown of echoes obtained

from normal brain structures.

It was a striking experience to noti~e that the slightest movement

of the transducer was of tremendous influence on displayed reflec

tions obviously due to the narrow beam.

Probably, this multiplicative system will be most suited to be ap

plied to electronic sector scanning systems, using phased arrays

{lO}.
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IAzimuth Measured Calculated measured heights of the minor lobes calculated heights of the minor
Iangle If' 3 dB point 3 dB point negative angles positive angles lobes

value angle value angle value angle

0°15' 2°36' 2°23' - 16.5dB - 7°12' - 15.0dB 7°12' - lS.0 dB 7°26'
- 21.S - 12°00' - 20.5 12°00' - 24.1 11° 53 ,
- 25.7 - 17°36' - 2S.2 16°24'
- 27.0 - 24°00' - 25.7 24°00' - 31.2 21°01 '

- 33.7 25°25'
- 35.7 30°23'
- 37.3 35°36 '
- 3S.S 41°11'
- 40.2 46°49'
- 41.3 53°40 '
- 42.3 61°53'
- 43.2 73°25'

15
u

15 ' 2u 36' 2v 23' - 15.5dB - 7v 36' - 13.5dB 7
u

36 ' - lS.0 dB 7v 26'
- ?? A - 1:1°48' - ?1 () 1:1°:11';' - ?U 1 11°1:\:1'

30°15' 2°36' 2u 23' - 13.5dB - SoOO' - 11. 7dB SoOO' - lS.0 .-<lJ3 . 7u26'
- 24.1 11°53'
- 2S.2 16°24'
- 31.2 21°01 '

- ?fi 7 ?Uo()() , - 33 7 ?50?S'
45°15' 2°36' 2°23' - 12.2dB - [",SuOO ' - 12.2dB SUOO ' - lS.0 dB 7u26'

- 24.1 11°53'
- 2S.2 16°24'

- 19.5 - lS036 , - 20.0 19°12' - 31.2 21°01'
- 33.7 25°25'

- 20.5 - 2S04S' -20.7 29°12 ' - 35.7 30°23'
- 25.0 - 37°12' - 24.3 3S024' - 37.3 35°36'

CIRCULAR TRANSDUCER, ADDITIVE TRANSMITTER.

TABLE 4.E
w
ex>
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Azimuth Measured Calculated Measured heights of the mamor lobes calculated heights of the minor
angle 'I' 3 dB point 3 dB point negative angles positive angles lobes

value angle value angle value angle

0°15' 2°30' 2°23' - 18.0 dB 7°26'
- 25.0dB - 11°36' - 25.0dB 11°36' - 24.1 11°53 '

- 28.2 16°24'
- 31.2 21°01'
- 33.7 25°25'
- 35.7 30°23'
- 37.3 35°36'
- 38.8 41°11 '
- 40.2 46°49'
- 41.3 53°40'
- 42.3 61°53'
- 4::l 2 73°25'

15°15' 2°30' 2u 23' - 18.0dB - 7°12' - 18.5dB 7°12' - 18 OdBB 7u 26'
30u 15' 2u 1S' 2u 23' - 16 6dB - 7°12' - 16.2dB SUOO ' - lS,O dB 7°26'
45u 15' 2°30' 2°23' - 14.0dB _. 8u OO' - 15.5dB 8u OO' - 18.0 dB 7°26'
..

17o!~-
-'" .-

18~00 '
-2'i.l J,1~5S '

- 18~6 - - 21.8 - 28.2 16 24'
- 31.2 21°01'
- 33.7 25°25'

- 21.6 - 28°00' - 35.7 30°23 '

CIRCULAR TRANSDUCER, ADDITIVE RECEIVER.

TABLE 4.F
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Azimuth Measured Calculated Measured heights of the minor lobes calculated heights of the minor
angle If' 3 dB point 3 dB point negative angles positive angles lobes

value angle value angle value angle

0°15' 1°12' O()3' - l3.7dB - 6°12' - 13.7dB 6°24' - 33.2 dB 6°25'
- 56.7 11°53'
- 61 5 16°45'

15°15' 1U12 , 0°3' - 17.1dB - 6
u

36' - lS.4dB 6u 4S' - 36.S dB 6u45'
- 75.2 11°53'
- 65.0 16°03'
- 73.S 20°40'
- 70 7 25°25'

30°15' 1°12' 0°3' - 31.0dB - SUOO ' - 3S.5dB gOOO' - 51.2 dB S007'
- 60.3 11°11'
- 57.0 15°42'
- 78.8 21°23'
- no ?40'A'

45°15' 1°12' 0°3 - 40.0dB 10°48'
- 46.7dB - 13°12'
- 41.0 - 18°24' - 42.0 18°24'

CIRCULAR TRANSDUCER~ MULTIPLICATIVE RECEIVER.

TABLE 4.G
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Azimuth Measured Calculated Measured heights of the minor lobes calculated heights of the minor
angle Ii' 3 dB point 3 dB point negative angles positive angles lobes

value angle value angle value angle

0°15 ' 1°00' 0°3' - 44.5dB - 6°00' - 45.0dB 6°00' - 70.8 dB 5°04'
- 52.1 6°45'
- 80.8 11°53'
- 90.0 16°45'
- 113.0 21°23'
- 117.0 25°48'
- 126.7 30°23'
- 122.1 35°11 '
- 128.6 40°45'
- 127.5 46°49'

15°15' 1°00' 0°3 ' - 139.4 53°40'
30°15' l u OO' 0°::1' - 141.5 61°53 '
45u 15' 1u OO' 00-3 ' - 150.4 72°17'

CIRCULAR TRANSDUCER, TOTAL SYSTEM.

TABLE 4.H

Calculated heights Calculated he~ghts of the minor
of the minor lobes lobes. Ii' = 30 15'
Ii' = 15°15'

value angle value am!le

- 55.0dB 7°06' - 70.5 dB 8°03'
- 99.3 11°53' - 84.7 11°32'
- 93.4 16°03' - 85.7 16°03'
-105.4 20°40' - 110.3 21°01 '
-104.4 25°25' - 108.2 25°03'
-122.8 30°46' - 129.6 30°23'
-123.1 35°36' - 126.5 35°11'
-132.3 41°11' - 132.3 40°18'
-129.0 47°18' - 131.1 46°49'
-144.0 53°40' - 146.1 53°06'
-143.8 61°11' - 132.1 61°11'
-149.2 72'?17 ' - 153.7 72°17'
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A

B

D('¥,0)

D('¥,K)

j

K

1

n

N

R

St
t

T('¥,r)

T(r)

V('¥,0,t)

f::,

°
A

1T

w

= Fourier cosine transform of T('¥.r)

= Fourier sine transform of T('¥,r)

= Directional Pattern

= Directional Pattern

= imaginary unit

= (21T II.) sinO

= length

= integer

=large number

= distance to the centre

= radius

= acoustic signal

= time

= equivalent taper function

= equivalent taper function

= electric signal

= difference

= elevation angle

= wave length

= constant with value 3.141593

= phase angle

= azimuth angle

= angular velocity
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APPENDIX A.

Computation of directional patterns of a square transducer.

A.i Additive transmitter.

Figure A.I gives the configuration of the transducer and the meaning

of some important parameters.

In literature, especially in {8}.chapter 6.2, the directional pattern

of a square transducer is derived as:

D('I',e) = (Ai}

Wh . K 2n . ~ere1n: =-X S1no

e ~ elevation angle

'!' = azimuth angle

With the help of figure A.I it is easy to see that:

1 = ly"2: cos'!'
c

lf = lv'2·sin'l'

under the condition:

)
)
)

(A2)
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Using alg~braic and trigonometric formulae, expression (AI) can be

written as:

D('l',0)
= (16/K

2
)sin{(K/4)(lc-lf)}osin{(K/4)(lc+lf)} =

1
2

1
2

c f

(16/K2 )sin{(K/4)11:2(Cos'l'-sin'l')}osin{(K/4)11:2(cos'l'+sin'l')}
= --------------------..;..,',-.r-------

11:2(cos'l'-sin'l')o 11:2(cos'l'+sin'l')

D('l',0)=
sin{(K/4)11:2(cos'l'-sin~)}

(K/4)112(cos'l'-sin'l')

sin{(K/4)112(cos'l'+sin'l')}

(K/4)11:2(cos'l'+sin'l')
(A3)

This result will be used henceforward.

A.2 Multiplicative receiver.

As Figure A.II shows, the piston source consists of four separate

square segments. The position of these segments is denoted by their

centres, A, B, C, D. The centres A and B are placed upon the X-axis;

the centres C and D upon the Y-axis.

The sides of each segment have the length 1.

Multiplicative receiving is performed by multiplying the outputs of

the segments A and B, multiplying the outputs of the segments C and

D, and adding these two products.

For reasons of symmetry the directional patterns for the azimuth

angles ('l'+ko90o ), and (-'l'+ko90G) will all be identical (k=O,l, 2, 3.•• ).

Therefore it is sufficient to compute the directional pat~erns withine

the range of '1' given by 0< '1' < 45 0
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Let us assume that a signal S(t), originating from the farfield, is

received by the segments A and B.

This situation is illustrated by Figure A. III.

The phase shift which occurs between the outputsignals of the two re

ceiving segments is determined by the difference in distance to the

signal source, which appears to be:

~r = 112·cos~sine

The phase shift, as mentioned before, is now:

21Tin this: K = sine
A

(A4)

(A5)

In the case that the signal S(t) is harmonic and can be represented by:

S(t) = ISlcosw t,o
(A6)

the output voltage of segment A will be, within a constant factor:

Wherein D(~,e) is the directional pattern of segment A.

The value of D(~,e) is given by the expression (A3).

Similarly, the output voltage of segment B is:

= D(~,e)cos(w t + K112·cos~)
o

Multiplying these two outputs gives:

VA~VB ~ D2(~,e) cosw t·cos(w t + KlI2·cos~) =o 0 .
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A low-pass fmlter removes the double frequency component, which re

sults in:

(A7)

In the same way can be derived that the signal Set) causes a multi

plied and filtered output of the segments C and D:

(AB)

After adding (A7) and (A8) the result is:

VA,B+VC,D'V D
2

(1f,G)t{cos(KlI2"'sin1f)+cos(K¥2'cos1f)} =

= D2(1f,G)'2'COs{K~(sin'¥+cos'¥)}.cos{K;I2(sin'¥-CoS'¥)}.

When we normalize this function to unity peak height, we will find

an expresiion, which will be called throughout this report: "the di

rectional pattern for harmonic signals of the multiplicative four

quadrant receiver, using suqare segments", or

D 1 ('¥,G)=D 2('¥,G)cos{K
2
112(cos'¥+sin'¥)}.cos{K

2
112(cos'¥-sin'¥)} (A9)

mu t. sq.

A.3 Computer program; square transducer.

The program developed for the directional pattern calculations is

just a straight forward computation of the expressions (A3) and (A9).

This program is organized as indicated in the flow diagram (Figure

A.IV).

At the end of this Appendix the complete program is given.

The program language used here is Fortran IV.

In order to avoid complications, two provisions were necessary to

prevent the computer from dividing zero by zero:

1) The elevation-angle is preset at 0.250 instead of 00
•

2) The azimuth angles are all shifted over 0.250
, because also at the

value of 450 the computatmon causes troubles.
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FIG.A.IT.
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C LENGS. JOHN G. LENGKEEK. ULTRASOUND RESEARCH.
C COMPUTATION OF THE DIRECTIONAL PATTERNS OF A SQUARE TRANS-
C DUCER. WItH UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION. FOR SEVERAL AZIMUTH ANGLES.
C ADDITIVE TRANSMITTER; MULTIPLICATIVE RECEIVER.

DIMENSION CP(4).CM<4).D<360).DM<360).DOG<360).DOGM<360).ISTR<1)
CALL TIME(0)
PI-3.141S93
CA-6.363*PI
FI=PI/120.
PSI-YI
DO 2 J-1.4
CP<J)=COS<PSI)+SIN<PSI)
CM<J)=COS<PSI)-SIN<PSI)
Q-FI
DO 1 1= 1. 360
ARG3=CA*SIN<Q)*CM<J)
ARG4=CA*SIN<Q)*CP<J)
ARGl-0.S*ARG3
ARG2=0.S*ARG4
D<I)-<SIN<ARG1)/ARG1)*<SIN<ARG2)/ARG2)
DM<I)=D<I)*D<I)*COS<ARG3)*COS<ARG4)
IF<DM(I»8.10.9

8 DM<I)=0.
GO TO 10

9 CONTINUE
DOGM<I)=20.*ALOG10<DM<I»+80.
IF<DOGM<I»10.11.11

10 DOGM<I)=0.
11 CONTI NUE

D<I)=<SIN<ARG3)/ARG3)*<SIN<ARG4)/ARG4)
IF<D<I»5.6.S

5 DI=ABS<D<I»
DOG<I)=20.*ALOG10<DI)+80.
IF<DOG<I»6.1.1

6 DOG<I)=0.
1 CONTINUE

DM<I)=DM<I)*D<I)
IF<DM<I»3.3.12

12 CONTINUE
DM(I)=20.*ALOG10<DM<I»+160.
IF<DM<I»3.3.4

3 DM<l)=0.
4 CONTINUE
1 Q=Q+FI
C WRITE AND PLOT STATEMENTS
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C ~RITE AND PLOT STATEMENTS
98 FORMAT(16H AZIMUTH ANGLE a)

99 FORMAT(1H F7.2)
100 FORMAT(12H TRANSMITTER//)
101 FORMAT(11H 3 DB POINT/)
102 FORMAT(22H VALUE ANGLE/)
103 FORMA.T ( 1XF9 .4F12.2)
104 FORMAT(1X//)
105 FORMAT(16H RELATIVE MAXIMA/)
106 FORMAT(9H RECEIVER//)
107 FORMAT(13H TOTAL SYSTEM/I)

WRITE(3,,104)
wRITE(3,,98)
ANGLE-FLOAT(J-1)*15·+0.25
wRITE(3,,99)ANGLE
00 50 K=1,,3
WRITE(3,,104)
I F( K- 2 ) 51 " 52" 53

51 00 54 1-1,,360
54 0(I)=00G(I)-80.

WRITE(3"UJ0)
GO TO 60

52 DO 55 1=1,,360
55 0(1)=0061"1(1)-80.

WRITE(3,,106)
GO TO 60

53 DO 56 1-1,,360
56 OCI)=DMCI)-160.

WRITE(3,,101)
60 WRITE(3,,101)

DO 30 1=1,,360
IF(D(I)~LE.(-3.»GO TO 31

30 CONTINUE
31 ANGLE-0.25*(FLOAT(I-1)+(D(I-1)+3.)/(D(I-1)-0(I»)

WRITE(3,,99)ANGLE
WRITE(3,,104)
WRITE(3,,105)
WRITE(3,,102)
00 33 1=2,,359
IF(0(I).GT.OCI-1).AND.D(I).GT.0(I+1»GO TO 34
GO TO 33

34 ANGLE=FLOAT(I)*0.25
WRITE(3"103)D(I),,ANGLE

33 CONTINUE
50 CONTINUE

ISTR(1)-0
CALL PLtR(DOG"1,,360,,ISTR,,1,,450,,400,,-50,,-25.)
CALL PLTR(00GM"1,,360,,ISTR,,1,,450,,400,,-50,,-25.)
CALL PLTRCDM" 1"360,, ISTR" 1,,450,,400,,-50,,-25.)

C END OF WRITE AND PLOT STATEMENTS
2 PSI=PSI+C60.*FI)

CALL TIME(1)
STOP
END
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APPENDIX B.

Computation of directional patterns of a circular transducer.

B.l Introduction of a general theory.

In this Appendix a different approach to the computation of direction

al patterns will be introduced.

In particular this way of mathematical description will be valid gene

rally and will yield a very clear understanding of the multiplicative

receiver, as a result of a new interpretation of the multiplicative

signal processing.

The success of this treatment depends entirely on the fact that the

possibility exists of expressing directional patterns in terms of Fou

rier transformation.

Well known is the definition (see {S} chapt. 6.):

D('¥,K)

with K

. ';.
o:l ,

= r I 'T('¥,r)'exp(-jKr)'dr!,
'-OllO

-_ 2'11 • e-r"sJ.n- .

(Bl)

Herein is:

D('¥,K) = directional pattern.

T('¥,rl = equivalent taper function.

'¥ = azimuth angle.

r = distance from the eentre

e = elevation angle.

11'1 fact,the directional pattern is the amplitude of the real signal,

received by a transducer segment, as a function of the elevation

angle (maximum normalized to 1).
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This received signal is assumed to be:

V(t,IJi,K)
00= Re{I T(IJi,r)'(cosKr-jsinKr)'(coswttjsinwt)'dr =
,:,00

00

= r T(IJi,r)'(cosKr'coswt+sinKr(~)sinwt)'dr =
-00

00 00

~{I T(IJi,r)'cosKr'dr}'coswtt{I T(IJi,r)sinKr'dr}'sinwt =
-00 -00

= AcoswttBsinwt

00

(B2)

Where A = I T(IJi,r)cosKr·dr is the Fourier cosine transform of T(IJi,r)
-00

00

and B = I T(IJi,r)sinKr'dr is its Fourier sine transform.
-00

Now it will be clear that also the definition is justified:

(B3)

In the case of a multiplicative receiver, also a second transducer

segment delivers a signal, which generally will be shifted in phase

with respect to the first signal V(t,IJi,K).

If the two segments have the same taper function T(IJi,r), this signal

may be represented by:

V'(t ,f,K) = Acos(wtt~) t Bsin(wtt~)

Multiplication of V(t,IJi,K) and V'(t,IJi,K) gives:

+ A·B·{coswt·sin(wtt~) t sinwt'cos(wtt~)} =

(B4)

2 1 2 1= A ·2·{cos~tcos(2wtt~)} t B '2'{cos~-COS(2wtt~)} t A'B'{sin(2wtt~)}

(B5)

After f~ltering by a low pass filter remains:

D lt (IJi,K)mu .
1 2 2=2 (A tB )cos~. (B5)
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(B7)

Moreover, ~ is also a function of the distance between two correspon

ding points of the transducer segments.

B.2 The directional patterns of the circular transducer.

Let us consider now the special case of the circular transducer.

The segments are obtained by cutting the transducer in the directions

~ = 45
0 and ~ = -45

0 through the centre (Figure B.I).

Because multiplication is applied to the signals from the segments

placed on the X-axis on the one hand and the segments placed on the

Y-axis on the other,like the square transducer', these two receiv

ing arrangements will be discussed individually.

They are shown separately in the Figures B.II and B"III.

For both cases the equivalent taper function T(~,r) is defined by the

width of the transducer segmentasseenalong a line perpendicular to

the direction ~ as a function of the distance r from this line to the

centre.

For instance in Ftgure B, II is:

T(~,r) = a + b

and in Figure B.III is:

T(~,r) = a

(B8)

(B9)

The computation of the equivalent taper functions will be carried out

later, because firstly attention is invited for considering the com

mon properties of the two pairs of segments.

The definition of T(~,r) makes clear that for both pairs of segments

the taper function is an even function of r: T(~,r) = T(~,-r)

This property has the consequence that the Fourier cosine transform

of T(~,r) is an even function of r and the sine transform of T(~,r)

is an odd function of r.

In other words, if A is the cosin~ transfdrm and B is the' sine trans

form of T(~,r), the corresponding transforms of T(~,-r) will be A and

-B respectively.

An other important fact is that all the segments have one common
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point, i.e. the centre of the transducer.

When all functions and phase shifts are determined with respect to

this point. the phase shift ~ as it is introduced in expression (B4)

is zero.

Taking these properties into account. and assuming that the signal

from the segment on the positive X-axis is represented by (B2):

V(t,~,K) = A coswt + B sinwt • (B1D)

it will be clear that the signal from the segment on the negative

X-axis can be represented by:

V'(t,~,K) = A coswt - B sinwt (Bll)

Of course these expressions are also valid for the segments on the

Y-axis.

Multiplication of (B1D) and (B11) yields:

V(t,~,K)oV'(t,~,K)
2 2 2 . 2= A cos wt - B S1n wt =

2 2 1 2'· 2 1= {A .. B }e2" + {A :+B }°2"°coS2wt.

After filtering by a low pass filter.~the cIlredtional ·pattern

for harmonic signals of the multiplicative four quadrant receiver

consisting of the four segments of a circular transducer remains:

D ( IU K) = ~ {A2 _ B2 }
mult.circ. T, 2

(B12)

Especially this expression (B12) shows the elegance of this method of

describing directional patterns in terms of Fourier cosine and sine

transforms.

This result is most profitable when a modern computer is available.

equipped with Fourier transform soft ware.
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As an instructive illustration~ one may compare the expressions (A3)~

(Ai) and (A9) with the corresponding ones (B3)~ (B6) and (B12).

B.3 Computation of the equivalent taper functions.

Now the equivalent taper function will be derived.

This is ratber simple when the~igures B.II and B.III are carefully

considered.

Because of symmetry~ the validity of all expressions is limited with

in the range: 0 < f < 450

For lucidity in Figure B.n the lengths a and b are drawn for nega

tive r~ but they are computed for positive r.

The equivalent taper function derived from figure B.II is called

T(f~r) and is discontinuous in the following points

r = O~ r = R~

0 f) andr = Rocos(45 +
0 f)r = Rocos(45 -

For 0 < r < Rocos(450+f)

air = tan. (450+f)

b/r = tan (450-f)

T(f~r) = a + b = r{tan(450+f) + ti3lll(450-f)} =
1.;-' 1~2 2'{cosf + sinf} 2v 2 o{cosf - sinf}

= r o + r' =
~~{COSf - sinf} ~'{COSf + sinf}

Wherein:

C1 = ~l2o (cosf

C =!/:2'(cosf + sinf)
2 2

For Rocos(45° + f) < r < Rocos(45° - f):
oair = tan(45 + f)

b = h2
- r

2



T(~,r)
2

- r =

- O~

2
- r (B14)

For Rocos(4So - ~) < r < R:

a = b = "2 _ r 2

T(~,r) = 2~2 _ r 2

For r > R:

T(~,r) = 0

(B1S)

(B16)

The length (a+b) is an even function of r, so the equivalent taper

function for negative values of r is identical to that for positiv

Thus T(~,-r) = T(~,r) (B17)

The equivalent taper function derived from ~~gure B.III is called

T3(~,r) and is discontinuous in the points

r = 0,

r = -Rocos(4So + ~),
o

r = +Rocos(4S ~),

r = +Rocos(4So + ~), and

~ ~ -Rocos(4So - ~)

The function T3(~,r) is divided into two functions:

T1(~,r), corresponding to the segment on the positive V-axis and

T2(~,r), corresponding to the segment on the negative Y-axis.

These functions are interrelated by the equations:

Tl(~,rl = T2(~,-r) and

T2(~,rl =T1(~,-rl

For-Rocos(4So - ~) < r < Rocos(4So + ~):
r ~-

a + b = !.R2 - r

b/r = tan(4So - f)

Tl(~,r)= a = "2 - r
2

- Ir oC1 /C2 '.

(B18}

(819}

(B20)
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When the transducer is used as a transmitter, all the segments are

steered by the same signal, so that it can be regarded as a conventi

onal circular transducer. Because phase-shifts do not occur in this

case, the transducer is assumed to be placed upon the positive X-axis,

as a disc with centre (R,O).

After the preceding computations it will be easy to see that the

equivalent taper function of this transmitter is:

T(~,r) = r "2 -(r _ R)2

B.4 The computer program for the circular transducer.

The features of this computer program are comparable with those of

the program given in A.3.

To achieve the flow diagram of this program it is sufficient to ex

change the inner loop of the program, mentioned in A.3, for the

statement blocks shown ~n Figure B.IV.

The process of computing the directional patterns is for both the

receivers and the transmitter:

- describe the equivalent taper function T(~,r)

compute the Fourier cosine transform and the Fourier sine trans

form of T(~,r)

- calculate the directional pattern.

The consequence of this procedure is that the elevation angle 0 re

mains implicit and that the calculated directional patterns are ob

tained as functions of sin (0).
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I

elevation angle = 0,250

----4--- --
computatation of the equiv.

taper function T(r) of the
x-axis receivers

fourier transformation of

.T(r)

determination of the D.P.
of the x-axis receivers

identical process to obtain
D.P. of the y-axis receivers

composing complete multiple
receiving D.P.

identical process to obtain
D.P. of the transmitter

computation of the D.P.
of the total system

-- -- +- - --
print and plot the Directional
.patterns

"

FIG.B.TIl.
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One disadvantage of the Fourier transformation will be pointed out to show

the limitations of this process.

Let us assume that we sample the taper function with N samples at a dis

tance of ~/n apart.

(A =wavelength, n = integer)

It is a fundamental property of the Fourier transform program used here

that after transformation a function is obtained sampled with N samples,

spaced at n/NA.

This means that the width of the "Fourier spectrum", denoted by 2B,

equals n/A.

This pro~edure is demonstrated in Figure B.V.

T(\II,r)

NAI

Figure B.V.

0----0

28 =n/

i sine

In the following list some examples are given.

N = 210
= 1024

A -3
= 1.1·10 .m.

-3R = 7.5'10 .m.

number of samples number of samples
A/ri between B between

r = 0 and r = R sin EJ = 0 and sin EJ = 1

A/2 2R/A = 13.6 1/A 1024/2 = 512

A/4 4R/A = 27.3 2/A 1024/4 = 256

x A/6 6R/A = 40.9 3/A 1024/6 = 170.7

A/B BR/A = 54,5 4/A 1024/B = 12B

x sampling rate chosen for the used computer program.
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It will be clear that only a limited accuracy is achieved.

Sampling at more points than 210 (the next number is 2~ was not pos

sible, because already in this case the computer memory was overflown,

and the normal dimension statement had to be exchanged with the sub

routine VARARR to save memory capacity.

The complete computer program can be found Ort the pages 70 - 73.

The subroutines FSTFOU and ORDFOU perform the Fourier transformation.

After transformation the array A contains the Fourier cosine transform

and the array B the Fourier sine transform.
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C LENG9. JOHN G. LENGKEEK# ULTRASOUND RESEARCH.
C COMPUTATION OF THE DIRECTIONAL PATTERNS OF A CIRCULAR
C TRANSDUCER# wITH UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION# FOR SEVERAL AZIMUTH
C ANGLES. ADDITIVE TRANSMITTER# MULTIPLICATIVE RECEIVER.

DIMENSION T(85)#T1(~0)#T2(41)#A(1)#B(1)#D(1)#D1(1)#D2(1)

1#DOG(1)#DOGM(1)#DM(1)#ISTR(1)
CALL TIME(0)
CALL VARARR(.FALSE.#.TRUE.)
CALL VARARR(.FALSE.#.FALSE.)
CALL VARARR(.TRUE.#.FALSE.#A#1024#0#0)
CALL VARARR(.TRUE.#.FALSE.#B#102~#0#0)

CALL VARARR(.TRUE.#.FALSE.#D#170#0#0)
CALL VARARR(.TRUE.#.FALSE.#D1#170#0#0)
CALL VARARR(.TRUE.#.FALSE.#D2#170#0#0)
CALL VARARR(.TRUE.#.FALSE.#DOG#170#0#0)
CALL VARARR(.TRUE.#.FALSE.#DOGM#170#0#0)
CALL VARARR(.TRUE.#.FALSE.#DM#170#0#0)
PI=3.141593
FI=PI/720.
IIL-1 .5/1350.
pSl=FI
R-0.007S
DO 1 J=1#4
C1=0.S*SQRT(2.)*(COS(PSI)-SIN(PSI»
C2=0.5*SQRT(2.)*(COS(PSI)+SIN(PSI»

C COMPUTATION D#P# OF THE RECEIVERS ON THE X-AXIS.
X-0.
X1-R*C1
X2=R*C2
DO 2 K-l#41
IF(X.GT.X1) GO TO 3
T(K)=X*(C2/C1+C1/C2)
GO TO 2

3 IF(X.GT.X2)GO TO 4
T(K)-SQRT(R**2-X**2)+X*C1/C2
GO TO 2

4 T(K)=2.*SQRT(R**2-X**2)
2 X-X+WL/6.

DO 5 1-1 #41
K-I
A(I)-TOO

5 B(I)=0.
DO 6 I·~2#1024

A(I)-0.
6 B( 1)-0.

ISTR(1)-0
SCALE-1.
CALL FSTFOU(A#B#10#SCALE#.FALSE.)
CALL ORDFOU(A#B#10)
DO 8 1-1 # 170
D2(I)=A(I)**2-B(I)**2

8 CONTINUE
C COMPUTATION D.P. OF THE RECEIVERS ON THE Y-AXIS.



~ COMPUTATION D.P. OF THE RECEIVERS ON THE V-AXIS.
X--1II1./6.
1.1=X1/C 11I1./6.)
1.2-X2/C W1./6. ) + 1 •
IF(1.1.EQ.0)GO TO 11
DO 11 K-1,1.1
T1CK)=SQRTCR**2-X**2)+X*C2/C1
X-X-WL/6. .

11 CONTI NUE
X-0.
DO 12 K-1,1.2
T2CK)=SQRTCR**2-X**2)-X*C1/C2

12 X-X+w1./6.
DO 13 I -I ,1.2
K-I
A(I)-T2CK)

13 8CI)-0.
1.3=1.2+1
1.4-1024-1.1
DO 14 1";1.3,1.4
ACI)=0.

14 8CI)-0.
IFC1.1.EQ.0)GO TO 15
1.3-1.4+1
00-15 1-1.3,1024
K-1.1-1+(.3
ACI)-T1CK)
8 CI ) -0.

15 CONTINUE
CALL FSTFOUCA,8,10,SCA1.E,.FA1.SE.)
CALL ORDFOUCA,8,10)
DO 7 1-1,170
DCI)=ACI)**2-8CI)**2
DCI)=DCI)+D2(1)
IFCDCI»!li.,,10,9

9 DOGMCI)-20.*A1.0G10CDCI»+80.
IFCDOGM(I»10,7,7

10 DOGM CI ) =0 •
7 CONTINUE

CALL P1.TRCD,1,170,ISTR,1,400,400,-40,-40.)
C COMPUTATION D.P. OF THE TRANSMITTER.
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C COMPUTATION D.P. OF THE TRANSMITTER.
IFCJ.NE.1)GO TO 2S
L.1-2.*R*6./WL.+1.
x-0.
DO 22 K- 1"L.1
TCK)=2.*SQRTCR**2-CX-R)**2)

22 X-X+WL./6.
DO 23 1-1"L.1
K=I
AU )-TCK)

23 SC I) =0.
L.3-L.l+1
DO-24 I-L.3,,1024
AC I ) -0.-

24 SCI)-0.
CAL.L. FSTFOUCA"S"10"SCAL.E,,.FAL.SE.)
CAL.L. ORDFOUCA"S,,10)
DO 25 I -1,,170
D1CI)-SQRTCACI)**2+BCI)**2)
IFCD1CI»30,,30,,29

29 DOGCI)=20.*AL.OG10CD1CI»+80.
IFCDOG(I»30,,25,,25

30 DOGC I )=0.
25 CONTlNOE
C COMPUTATION D.P. OF THE TOTAL. SYSTEM.

DO 3 1 I -I , 170
DCI)=DCl)*D1CI)
IFCD(I»28,,28,,27

27 DMCI)-20.*AL.OG10CDCI»+160.
IFCDM(I»28,,31,,31

28 DMC I) -0.
31 CONTIMJE
C WRITE AND PL.OT STATEMENTS.
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98 FORMATC16H AZIMUTH ANGLE -)
99 FORfilATC1H F9.5) .,
100 FORMATC12H TRANSMITTER//)
101 FORMATC11H 3 D8 POINT/)
102 FORMATC22H VALUE SINCANGLE)/)
103 FORMATC1XF9.4FI2.5)
104 FORMATC1X//)
105 FORMATC16H RELATIVE MAXIMA/)
106 FORMATC9H RECEIVER//)
101 FORKATC13H TOTAL SYSTEM//)

WRITE(3,,104)
WRITE(3,,98)
ANGLE=FLOATC~-1)*15.+0.25

WRITE(3"C)9)ANGLE
00 50 K-1,,3
WRITEC3~104)

IFC~.NE.l.ANO.K.EQ.1)GOTO 33
IF(K-2)51,,52,,53

51 00 54 1-1,,110
54 0(1)=00G(I)-80.

WRITE(3,,100)
GO TO 60

52 00 55 1=1,,110
55 0(1)=00GM(I)-80.

WRIT£(3,,106)
GO TO 60

53 00 56 1=1,,110
56 0(1)=OM(I)-160.

WRITE(3,,101)
60 WRITE(3,,101)

00 61 1-1" 110
IFCD(I)~LE.(-3.»GOTO 62

61 CONTINUE
62 ANGLE=0.00588*CFLOATCI-1)+(0(1-1)+3.)/(0(1-1)-OCI»)

WRITE(3,,99)ANGLE
WRITE(3,,104)
WRITE(3" 105)
WRITE(3,,102)
00 33 I -2" 169
If(OCI)~GT.OCI-1).ANO.0(1).GT.0(I+l»GOTO 34
GO TO 33

34 ANGLE-FLOAT(I)*0.00588
WRITE(3"103)0(1),,ANGLE

33 CONTINUE
50 CONTINUE

IF(~.NE.1)GO TO 10
CALL PLTR(DOG"1,,110,,ISTR,,1,,400,,400,,-40,,-25.)

10 CALL PLTR(DOGM"1,,110,,ISTR,,1,,400,,400,,-40,,-25.)
CALL PLTR(OM"1,,110,,lSTR,,1,,400,,400,,-40,,-2S.)

C ENO OF WRITE ANO PLOT STATEMENTS.
1 PSI-PSI+(60.*FI)

CAL1. TIME(l)
C POP 9 " THANK YOU FOR NICE WORK,

STOP
ENO

<
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